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Although, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) defines several potential 
legal bases for personal data processing, in many cases data controllers and proces-
sors, even when they are located outside the European Union (EU), will need to ob-
tain consent from EU citizens for the processing of their personal data (GDPR 
Art.6(1)(a)). According to GDPR Art. 4 (11), consent needs to be “freely given, spe-
cific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by which he 
or she, by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the pro-
cessing of personal data relating to him or her”.  

Although there have been some attempts to give users more control and transpar-
ency regarding personal data processing [3,4], the cognitive limitation of data subjects 
in terms of understanding what exactly they consented to remains an open research 
challenge [1,2]. In order to address this challenge, in our demo, we’ll present a con-
sent request (CoRe) user interface2 (UI), which provides transparency regarding per-
sonal data processing, more control via customization, and improves users’ compre-
hension with respect to what they actually consent to. The CoRe UI is developed 
based on an exemplifying use case scenario, whereby an individual purchasing a new 
smart watch needs to complete the consent request in order to activate its various 
features. The CoRe UI requirements were derived both from the text of the GDPR and 
Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/6791. The 
main features of the CoRe UI are: (i) categorization of purposes; (ii) granular consent 
customization; (iii) improved understandability; (iv) consent revocation.  

The UI was well received by the participants of our usability evaluation, who per-
formed all tasks quickly, easily and almost without errors. The overall comprehension 
level of what users had consented to was also very high.  
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